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                            With sefiso, we aim to leverage our extensive capabilities to secure exceptional positions across all markets.

                            Marcus Wildschütz, 

                                President
                            

                            What does the integration of our brands into the sefiso umbrella brand mean?

                            We are bringing our established and successful brands together under our new, future-oriented umbrella brand, sefiso. Throughout our successful corporate history, numerous new brands have been established and acquired globally, operating in various markets. To achieve a unified and simplified brand structure that further strengthens collaboration with customers and partners, we have decided to integrate our brands gradually into a new brand. sefiso encompasses exactly what we stand for globally: sensors, filtration, and customised solutions at any time. The sefiso umbrella brand facilitates a clearer organization of our corporate structures and enables us to reflect our products and services more effectively.


                            What can customers expect from sefiso?

                            
                                Our customers and partners can be assured that they will continue to receive the highest quality products and services. Our daily commitment is focused on continuously providing the best solutions and consistently exceeding expectations. To our new customers, I assure you that your confidence in our company is fully justified. We will continue to focus on continuous innovation, excellence and efficient service to help you improve.
                            


                            What changes will take place from January 2024?

                            
                                Our brands will continue to offer products and services, maintaining our high standards of quality and availability, supported by our valued team. The integration of our brands into the sefiso umbrella brand from January 2024 is an important milestone in our strategic development. It will allow us to address our customers more effectively and sharpen our positioning. We are confident that sefiso will stand for integration, technology leadership and growth worldwide. We look forward to embarking on this journey together with our customers and partners. Welcome to sefiso - your partner for sensors, filters and solutions.
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            »The brand sefiso clearly states what we stand for: Sensors, Filtration, Solutions.«
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                            Pioneering innovation and the highest quality are our fuel!
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